Merlin Ultra

The Merlin Ultra CCTV is a high performance full HD video magnifier. The new affordable Merlin Ultra offers full high-definition color and contrast, resulting in sharp crystal clear images and vibrant color accuracy. Merlin ultra’s new Full HD camera allows for a wide field of view, displaying more text on the screen in amazing detail. Simply the greatest value and best picture quality available in HD desktop magnification, there’s even more to see with Merlin Ultra! Easily read books and magazines, read and write letters, manage your financial records, view color photos, do crossword puzzles, and even pursue a favorite hobby.

With Enhanced Vision’s low vision electronic magnifiers, many color select options are available for increased contrast. Depending on your eye condition, certain text and background color combinations allow for ease of reading. All Enhanced Vision solutions incorporate 2 to 7 color select options. One of the color select options is black and white. It will convert anything you are viewing to a black & white image for increased contrast.

The Merlin ultra with the addition of an Ultra Pack offers horizontal line markers. These line markers provide a reference point when reading. The addition of an Ultra Pack also offers horizontal windowing. This feature allows you to isolate the text you are viewing for complete legibility.
Merlin Ultra Features:

- New Full HD camera
- Amazing 1920 x 1080 resolution for 22″ and 24″ LCD models
- Stunning 1280 x 720 resolution for 20″ LCD models
- High resolution HD LCD for best image quality
- Wide field of view
- Simple, easy-to-use tactile controls
- LED lighting for truer picture quality
- Wide range of adjustable magnification (2.4x - 73.2x depending on screen size & zoom table selected)
- Adjustable viewing modes for high contrast personalization
- XY table for smooth continuous reading with a user friendly lock mechanism
- Computer compatible – toggle between CCTV and computer (Additional hardware may be required)
- 3 year warranty
- May require updates in the future by connecting to a computer.
- Set up is easy, just plug in and begin

20” Monitor: $3145 | 22” Monitor: $3305 | 24” Monitor: $3565 + 2.25% (Medical Tax) + $55 (Shipping & Handling)

Call 1-847-510-2066 for questions.

Order by calling 1-800-919-3375 or go to www.lighthousetoolsforliving.com